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We describe a technique to absolutely estimate the electron temperature in radiation dominated
plasmas from the temporal decay during the plasma afterglow of the intensity of a single spectral
line. The model and underlying assumptions are described. We apply the model to data in both rf
heated argon discharges and electron cyclotron heated He/H discharges in the H-1 heliac. The
results agree well with probe measurements. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1787603]

I. INTERPRETATION OF SPECTRAL LINE INTENSITY

Spectral line intensities convey information about the
electron density and temperature, as well as the emitting spe-
cies density. Generally, collisional-radiative models are used
to relate these quantities to the emission intensity. In low
density plasmas,(such as those discussed here, wherene

,1018 m−3), we can regard the plasma as being in coronal
equilibrium. This assumption neglects the influence of meta-
stable excitation pathways. For this model, the power radi-
ated per unit volume into a spectral line of the primary ionic
species(with upper state labeled byj and lower state labeled
by i), Pij can be related to the electron densityne and elec-
tron temperatureTe through1

Pij = kijne
2jexsTe,x jd, s1d

where we have set the ion density equal tone, valid for
radiation dominated low temperature plasmas. The constant
kij is dependent only on atomic rate coefficients for the par-
ticular transition, and the excitation rate coefficient
jexsTe,x jd is dependent onTe andx j, the excitation potential
through

jexsTe,x jd = Te
−1/2 exps− ex j/kBTed. s2d

We express the spectral line intensity asI ij =csldPij , where
csld, a wavelength-dependent calibration constant, is depen-
dent on properties of the detector and light collection system.

The electron temperature can be obtained from spectral
line ratios of the same species, based on relative calibration
csl1d /csl2d.2 For species in coronal equilibrium, this tech-
nique is sensitive to electron temperatures of the order of the
difference inx j. However, for many species, including Ar II,
the range of values ofx j accessed by bright spectral lines is
only a few eV, giving very poor sensitivity to typical values
of Te,7−20 eV. However, line ratio methods can be used
effectively for helium atoms by exploiting the significant dif-
ference in the temperature dependence of the population of
singlet and triplet states.3

The electron temperature can also be determined given
independent measurements ofne, as well as the absolute

calibration constantcsld. Absolute calibration can be diffi-
cult, however, since it requires an accurate knowledge of the
etendue and efficiency of the optical region and absolute de-
tector response. In practice, it is simpler to infer the absolute
calibration constantcsldkij from a single independent mea-
surement ofTe (for example, from a Langmuir probe). The
strong nonlinearity ofjexsTed may result in large noise
amplification.

In Sec. II, we show that when the electron power balance
is dominated by radiation, the characteristic shape of the in-
tensity decay curve depends on the electron temperature at
the time the heating power is switched off and propose this
as an alternativeTe measurement technique. In Sec. III, we
discuss the fitting procedures and the apply this model to
intensity profile data, measured using a coherence imaging
camera4,5 on the H-1 heliac.6 The fitted temperature profiles
agree well with probe measurements.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model is based on the electron power balance during
the plasma afterglow, following the termination of the heat-
ing pulse. In most discharges in H−1, we find that the den-
sity decays slowly during this phase, on a time scale of the
order of 3–5 ms, while the intensity decays in around
100 ms. However, in the steady state, the particle confine-
ment time can be estimated from particle balance to be
,100 ms. Since this is significantly different from the den-
sity decay time, there must be a rapid rearrangement of the
plasma potential to improve particle confinement. Because
the density decays much more slowly than the intensity, con-
vective energy losses are negligible in the afterglow.

The remaining (nonconvective) electron energy loss
mechanisms are radiation, ionization of neutrals and diffu-
sive thermal transport. It is well known that in low tempera-
ture discharges, radiation can account for a substantial frac-
tion of the total power delivered to the electrons. We
consider only ionizationsPizd, radiation from neutralssPrad

I d
and from ionssPrad

II d :PtotsTed=Prad
II +Prad

I +Piz, where each
term is related toTe, ne, andnn through

Prad
II sTed = o kijne

2jexsTe,x jd, s3d
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Prad
I sTed = o kijnennjexsTe,x jd, s4d

PizsTed = kiznennjizsTe,xizd s5d

andjiz is the ionization rate coefficient. For Ar II, the bright-
est spectral lines have their excitation potentialsx j clustered
aroundxII =19 eV, and for Ar I ,x j are clustered aroundxI

=15 eV.7 Furthermore, for Te&5 eV,jizsTe,xizd<const
3jexsTe,xIId (since xiz=15.75 eV, and the classical ex-
change impact approximation forjiz is close to that ofjex

1).
This feature is not unique to argon—the excitation energies
for many species are clustered around certain values. Since
xII ,xI ,xiz, we take theTe dependence ofPtot as being
proportional(through constantb) to the excitation rate coef-
ficient of a single ionic spectral line(which we now denote
by subscriptl)

PtotsTed = bnesne + anndjexsTe,xIId, s6d

wherea=sPrad
I +Pizd /Ptot.

During the afterglow, the electron stored energy decays
as dWe/dt=Ptot. ExpressingWe=neTe, and given that the
density remains constant on the intensity decay time scale,
we can write the following equations which can be solved
self-consistently forTestd and Ilstd:

dTestd
dt

= b8jsTestd,xIId, s7d

Ilstd = c8jsTestd,xIId, s8d

Test0d = Te0, s9d

whereb8=bsne+annd,c8=csldklne
2, and the heating power is

switched off att= t0. The coefficientb8 characterizes the time
scale of the temperature decay, while the coefficientc8 is
related to the initial intensity. Consequently, discharges with
higher density decay on a slower time scale and from a larger
initial intensity. The relative variation of the electron density,
either between discharges or across the profile, can be deter-
mined fromÎc8 (this effectively uses the fitted value ofTe to
unfold the temperature dependence of the intensity).

The functionTestd, can be determined numerically from
Eqs. (7) and (9), for a given value ofb8 andTe0. Based on
this, the intensityIlstd can be computed, givenc8. Therefore,

the curveIlstd can be parametrized by the three quantities
Te0,c8 and b8. By fitting the measured decay to the model
described by Eqs.(7)–(9), these three parameters can be ex-
tracted. Thex2 residual gives an indication of validity of the
approximation encapsulated by Eq.(6).

To illustrate the measurement principle, the calculated
decay of the intensity and electron temperature as a function
of time are shown in Fig. 1 for three initial temperatures. The
characteristic shape of the light intensity decay curve de-
pends on the initial temperature. For highTe0, the rate of
decrease of the intensity increases up to a point whereTe

=2x /3, then starts to decrease again, untilTe,0.1x,2eV,
where only electrons in the tail of the distribution function
have energiesE.x, sufficient for radiative decay.

During the decay, the electron collision frequency is
typically *23106s−1, so that for decay time scales of,50
−100ms, at least 100 collisions can occur, thereby maintain-
ing the distribution function Maxwellian.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We have used the Levenberg–Macquardt method8 for fit-
ting the N discrete intensity measurementssti ,I id to the
model Ilstd over the time intervalft0,t0+Dtg, which mini-
mizes the weightedx2 residual, defined as

FIG. 2. Logarithm of the intensity de-
cay for different radial positions, to-
gether with model fits, in(a) quiescent
rf heated argon discharge sB
=0.09T,Pfill =36 m Torr,Prf =60 kWd,
and (b) ECRH s28 GHz,
,50 kWd He/H discharge.

FIG. 1. Decay of electron temperature and light intensity with time, together
with their coupling on theI vs Te curve, and the distribution functions at
Te=10 eV andTe=4 eV, showing the difference in the available populations
which have energyE.x necessary for excitation and radiative decay.
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x2 = o
i=1

N

fwisI i − Ilstidg2. s10d

It is necessary to make an appropriate choice for the weights
wi, the duration of the fitDt as well as the timet0 of the
termination of the heating pulse. The Levenberg-Macquardt
(LM ) method8 is used to fit the measurements(ti , I i) to the
modelIlstd over the time intervalft0, t0+Dtg. It is necessary
to make an appropriate choice fort0 (the time of the termi-
nation of the heating pulse), the window intervalDt, as well
as weighting for the fitting procedure. The timet0 can be
obtained directly by monitoring the heating power, and must
be determined accurately(to within ,10 ms) since the initial
decay conveys most of the information aboutTe0. For the
fitting weights, we choose to minimize the absolute error.
One could minimize the relative error, or incorporate the
Poissonian noise directly into the weights, though in this
case, the choice ofDt would affect the fitted value ofTe0.
Furthermore, the model is less valid when the light intensity
(and electron temperature) decreases to a point where radia-
tion is no longer the dominant energy loss mechanism.

Spectral line intensities on the H-1 heliac were measured
with a coherence imaging camera,4,5 a fixed delay Fourier
transform spectrometer delivering only the spectral line in-
tensity, central wavelength and width. The instrument images
a poloidal cross section of the plasma, and after signal de-
modulation, the data rate is 50 kHz, sufficient to track the
intensity decay. We present data from three types of dis-
charges: fluctuating and quiescent modes of rf heated argon
plasmas(for which we use the Ar II linel=488 nm, with
xII =19 eV) and an electron cyclotron resonance heated
He/H discharge for which we monitor He II atl=468 nm
(with xII =54 eV). The decay of the local(Abel inverted)
intensity, together with the fitted intensity decay at various
radial positions, is plotted in Fig. 2 for quiescent rf heated
argon and ECRH He discharges.

Radial profiles of the fitted electron temperature and
density(from Îc8), in both L and H modes of rf heated argon
discharges are plotted in Fig. 3. TheTe profiles are compared
with probe measurements.9 Probes are in excellent agree-
ment with the fitted temperature profile, everywhere in the
quiescent discharge, while agreeing better in the center for
the fluctuating discharge. The error bars are larger in the

fluctuating case due to faster decay rates(on account of
lower density in spite of higher temperatures). The fluctua-
tions themselves may also produce erroneous values ofTe0

since this violates the model assumption of constant density.
The ratio of the quiescent to the fluctuating values of the
computed line integrated densitysÎc8d is 4.1. This compares
reasonably with the value of 3.2, obtained from the 2 mm
interferometer system. The agreement provides another test
of the accuracy of the fitted values ofTe. The density in Fig.
3(b) was therefore absolutely calibrated based on the 2 mm
interferometer.(The absolute value of the densities given are
obtained from a common calibration constant, equal to the
mean of the calibration constants in each case.)

The fittedTe profile for the low power ECRH discharge,
plotted in Fig. 4 shows a central peaking ofTe. This feature
is clearly visible in the raw data, since the central regions
show light persisting much longer than for edge channels.
The centrally peaked profile is characteristic of ECRH dis-
charges, and the value of,100 eV is consistent with diag-
magnetic measurements, which are in the range 50–200 eV.

While the assumptions underlying the power balance in
Eq. (6) are strong, this technique is useful to obtain estimates
of Te, in radiation dominated plasmas(generally whereTe

&2xII). This technique has the advantage that spectral line
intensities are simple to measure and no calibration proce-
dures are required.
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FIG. 3. Profiles of fitted electron temperature(a) and density(b), in fluctu-
ating(triangles) and quiescent(diamonds) discharges. The fittedTe profile is
compared with probe measurements(see Ref. 9), indicated by the dashed
line (thin line-quiescent; thick line-flucuating).

FIG. 4. Electron temperature profile for the ECRH discharge.
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